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Why DR Congo
delayed
election results
“It’s not the people who vote that
count, it’s the people who count the
votes,” said Joseph Stalin.
The DR Congo held a long delayed
election in December. Joseph Kabila
Kabange who besides spotting
a new sartorial look of late has
been President of the Democratic Republic of the Congo since
January 2001 and took office after
the assassination of his father,
President Laurent-Désiré Kabila.
Previously very cryptic and not
prone to engaging with the press,
President Kabila having anointed
his preferred successor Emmanuel
Ramazani Shadary, was giving ‘’exclusive’’ interviews to the world’s
press. In one interview he alluded to
Arnold Schwarzenegger’s famous
quote ‘’I’ll be back.’’ A report I read
said he was proposing to remain
in the presidential palace and that
his dauphin Shadary would be
Prime Minister. I have visited the
President’s residence. On those

premises sits a screen from the era
of President Joseph-Désiré Mobutu aka Mobutu Sese Seko Kuku
Ngbendu Wa Za Banga, a screen
which was headlined the Bourse
du Valuers, which I was asked to
rehabilitate and reinvigorate. I was
a little bit slow on the draw and did
not appreciate the ‘’Dan Gertler’’
style of operation, which required
ponying up cash up front. I had a
plan to turn the defunct Bourse du
Valeurs into a Bovespa [which by
the way is the only stock market
in the world wide which is posting
record highs]. Congo is enormously rich but since the days of King
Leopold through Mobutu through
the Kabilas, it has been a country
where ‘’L’etat c’est moi’’ applies and
citizens have had to exist in a world
that Joseph Conrad pronounced as
“The horror! The horror!” in his book
The Heart of Darkness.
V.S. Naipaul, in A Bend in the
River wrote “It isn’t that there’s no
right and wrong here. There’s
no right.”
Today, Congo is once again key
to the global economy in the 21st
century. Once it was about rubber.
Today its all about cobalt [Copper
and Lithium]. Erik Prince who is
raising a $500M fund to invest in
the supply of these metals said to
the Financial Times
“For all the talk of our virtual
world, the innovation, you can’t build
those vehicles without minerals
that come from generally weird,
hard-to-access places.”
‘’When I see the R&D budgets of
all the major automakers ploughing
huge money into hybrid or electric

vehicles, I believe the demand curve
for the unique minerals that make
up an electric car and battery technology will be enormously high over
the coming years,” Prince said.
According to Africa Confidential
and others, the Catholic Church
[certainly the most trusted Institution in Congo and seriously ubiquitous] said all indications are that the
opposition led by Martin Fayulu has
won the election.
‘’Early results indicate a win for
the opposition after government
plans to fix the poll went awry,’’
said Africa Confidential, adding the
Bishops’ Conférence Episcopale
Nationale du Congo (CENCO) had
organised up to 40,000 election
monitors to scrutinise the conduct
of the poll and conduct a parallel
vote tabulation. CENCO did not
name the winning candidate publicly, but declared that he had polled
over half of the votes in the presidential election. Martin Fayulu is the
unnamed winning opposition candidate, Africa Confidential’s church
sources say. Rival opposition leader
Felix Tshisekedi and the ruling coalition candidate Emmanuel Ramazani
Shadary are trailing with around
20% each, we hear (AC Vol 59 No
25, The Twelve Fixes of Christmas).
All these figures, and the detailed
calculations underlying them, were
provided by CENCO to diplomats in
Kinshasa on January 2. But the fix
was not thorough enough, sources
in Shadary’s Front Commun pour le
Congo (FCC) told Africa Confidential.
They said control of the poll was
lost because they did not pay off
enough election officials.

If President Kabila’s Man is at
only 20%, then we are talking about
single digits in reality. Therefore,
we are actually talking a compelling
victory for Martin Fayulu, an open
and shut case as it were. President’s Advisor Barnabe Kikaya Bin
Karubi pronounced that the coalition “firmly deplores...the partisan,
irresponsible and anarchic attitude of CENCO.” President Kabila
summoned the Catholic Bishops to
Kinshasa and told them he wants to
leave a “united and peaceful” Congo
[@rarrigz]. Democratic Republic of
Congo’s electoral commission has
said they can’t publish results on
Sunday as planned to avoid political
unrest and that the result will be
revealed “next week” after accusing the country’s Catholic Church
of “preparing an insurrection” by
saying it knows the winner.
Author Jason Stearns ‘Dancing in
the Glory of Monsters’ tweeted: This
could unfold in many ways. I find it v
hard to believe that Kabila/Shadary
will accept defeat and step down @
jasonkstearns
I also don’t think they will be able
to rig elections and move on, as we
now know that the Catholic Church,
opposition and civil society, will put
up a fight @jasonkstearns
The most likely scenario is a protracted, potentially violent standoff
that plays out over months in halls
of power and in the streets. It could
spill over into armed mobilisation
in eastern DRC. Many civilians are
likely to be killed in this scenario @
jasonkstearns
If President Kabila is determined
to install his preferred successor

and the AU [which has only once
pronounced against an election
[2008 Zimbabwe] or SADC or its
neighbours are not prepared to
enforce the will of the people, then
I would argue that the US [which
has already positioned 80 personnel in the capital of Gabon, “to be in
position to support the security of
United States citizens, personnel,
and diplomatic facilities” in Congo’s
capital] should remove President
Kabila from the Congo and install
the rightful winner at the request of
CENCO. I am not a believer in regime
change and in fact President Assad
is the first leader to have managed
to repel the merchants of regime
change [The point about Syria is
that the ‘’head choppers’’ did not
represent the will of the people] but
this is a clear cut case, where the
will of the people is being subverted.
It’s egregious, outrageous. The US
has a national interest [economic
as alluded to Erik Prince’s comments]. This intervention fits neatly
with Ambassador John Bolton’s
new Africa Strategy and unlike Iraq
where Dick Cheney said, “We will be
greeted as liberators, they will throw
rose petals at our feet.”
I can guarantee you the people of
the Congo will throw rose petals at
your feet.
$750b of a defence budget can
be put to good use here. If President
Trump and his team from Bolton
through to Secretary Pompeo want
to regain influence on this vast
continent, this is that moment, just
like it was for Muhammed Ali many
years ago in Kinshasa.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

CURRENCY UNDER PRESSURE

Forex reserves in 15-month
low as value of shilling drops
Rise in commodity prices feared as importers pass high costs to consumers

VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

Foreign reserves shrunk further in
the first week of 2019, pushing down
the country’s import cover and pilling pressure on the shilling.
A lower import cover in the absence of IMF’s precautionary facility
exposes the shilling to volatility and
is likely to trigger surge in commodity prices as importers pass the high
import bill to consumers.
On Friday, the shilling depreciated
to 102.1 from Sh101.8 on New Year
eve. Traders told Reuters that the
shilling was under pressure due to
increased demand for hard currency
from goods importers as the pace of
business accelerate in the New Year.
Central Bank of Kenya’s weekly
bulletin for the week ending January
4 shows the country’s forex cover
dropped to $7.9 billion (Sh805 billion) or 5.2 months of import cover
compared to $8.03 billion (Sh819
billion) November last year.

The country’s forex reserve has
been growing thinner since July last
year when it posted an all-time high
of Sh1.22 trillion.
However diaspora remittances,
the leading forex earner for Kenya,
have been growing, rising by Sh13.5
billion to Sh64.7 billion in Q32018.
In October, IMF issued a report,
indicating that Kenya was using
its reserves to prop up the shilling
which it said was overvalued by 17.5
percent, a claim governor Patrick
Njoroge denied saying the shilling is
properly valued and depends on the
forces of demand and supply.
“As has been previously communicated, the CBK’s own calculations
support the view that there is no
fundamental misalignment reflected
in our exchange rate, and reiterates
that the Kenya shilling reflects the
currency’s true, fundamental value,”
said CBK.
Although it did not give reasons to
shrinking forex reserve, CBK stated
that the country’s forex reserves are
well anchored above both national
and regional threshold.
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“This fulfils the requirement to
endeavor to maintain at least four
months of imports cover, and the
EAC region’s convergence criteria of
4.5 months of imports cover,” CBK’s

bulletin read. The banking regulator also blamed shilling’s woes to
volatility in global markets, as trade
tensions and the partial shutdown
in the US continued.

TO UNDERSTAND HOW
YOU’RE PERCEIVED
AT WORK, ASK YOUR
COLLEAGUES
It’s not easy to understand
how other people perceive us.
Too often, we assume that our
motivations and intentions are
clear, when they’re really not.
To learn how you’re perceived
at work, follow this process.
Select five people who observe
you regularly in important work
situations — bosses, executives,
direct reports, peers, or even
former colleagues — and ask to
meet with them individually. Tell
them what you’re hoping to learn,
and ask two questions: What is
the general perception of me?
What could I do differently that
would have the greatest impact
on my success? Be clear that
you’ll keep confidential whatever
they say and that you’re collecting
feedback from a number of
colleagues. Look for themes
and points that multiple people
agree on. If the perceptions of you
are in line with what you intend,
great. If not, it’s time to change
your behaviors and begin to shift
people’s perceptions of you.

